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About This Game

The bet is on: Phileas Fogg, british gentleman, is to make it around the world in 80 days.
Jean Passepartout, his French servant, is going with him. But Fix, a police inspector, has to keep close track of the travellers, as

they are suspected to be the thiefs of the Bank of England.
Will Fogg win the bet? Help him surmont the obstacles!

A THRILLING ADVENTURE:
Phileas Fogg’s journey is not that easy. To win the bet, you will have to be courageous, to carefully observe things around you

and to be clever!
Elude Fix’ traps, save an Indian widow, find your way in the jungle, and during longer trips, prove your whist opponents that

cards don’t have any secrets for you!

USEFUL HINTS:
Use the Hint: a shiny halo helps you to find one of the objects.

No more hints? Not enough time? Find the bonus stars hidden in the scenes to get more hints or time!

MAGNIFICIENT SETS:
Discover incredible sceneries : London, Suez, Bombay, Calcutta, Hong Kong, Yokohama, San Francisco… And use different

transportation means, sometimes very surprising : catch a train, go aboard a ship, travel on the back of an elephant!
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22 places to visit

Mini-games: maze, cards games

3 profiles management

Search of objects (list, identical objects)

Help: zoom on selected screens, limited number of reloading hints, bonus stars

Magnificent sets: high resolution images
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Umineko Chiru can be summed up in a single word: divisive. Fans of the first four episodes will look back on the journey to the
truth of the Rokkenjima incident with fondness or disappointment. While I’m part of the former, I understand where its critics
are coming from. The writer of the game makes a point to not outright explain one of the central mysteries to the reader and it
leans heavily into the fantasy elements in the later episodes, giving it a different tone than the Question arcs. Despite this, it’s
still one of my favorite visual novels. Ryukishi07’s art and writing are just as ridiculous as before and the soundtrack is
somehow better. And the characters! Some of my favorite characters can only be found in Chiru.. Had a initial rough start but I
can say this game is heading in the right direction now. Betting is fixed and new features are being added. Devs seem to really
care about their product and have good communication with the community. If craps is something you are interested in, then
this is a great app.. This is a solid early access small scale hardcore WW2 shooter. It gets mini updates regularly that improve the
game. As time goes on I def see this becoming one of the big boys. It just needs a bigger player base.. game ppk kontrol cem
bangsad, masa gw mesti beli controller cuma buat game ini doang.. this game is really fun and easy to pick up. i have never
spraypainted myself but still i could make some nice art. its fun looks nice runs good and is easy to pick up. if you have vr i
would totally recomended. Very gooo - simple but intense. I haven't 'panicked in a bank' like this, since the '80's.
Classic implementation. A must for any video gaming fan.. 8/10
Really good fun to be had here. "Tron" style VR tank battles with an arcade twist and permadeath. A warning though, this game
is frustrating and HARD. Well worth the money with long lasting appeal for those VR gamers looking for something that is not
completed in an hour.. Wonderful game, unique and deep. Just imagine your ordinary RPG but you don't fight against orcs and
goblins but against sorrows and guilts.. The game crashes while I am playing it. Runs poorly even on lowest setting. The physics
of machines feels odd, it is not even close to heavy machinery. The feeling is more like 3y old kid pushing his toys over a
sandbox. The terrain response to digging is very off. Overall it is far from what is advertised.
I tried to play it, but it is "wrong" on too many levels. Also the game / terrain model is not inovative at all. So potential for better
or unique experience is zero from very beginning. -JEM-
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Eh, there's a lot of room for improvement. It's not terrible, but a lot of the sounds here definitely do not fit for ASMR, such as
the car horn, the scream (?), and others (Though I suppose they can be useful for other creative needs).

Now, I feel the sounds are useful for general relaxation, but for the purpose of ASMR specifically, very few do the trick. This
software does have quite a lot of potential though. I'd like to see it developed further, as I really do like the overall concept
here.. Probably one of the most beautiful games I've ever played. One of the best game experiences ever. I love cartoon type
charactered games. They put so much in game mechanics than graphics.. NO FREE CAMERA PLS
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO >=( Rock.. paper scissor combat but cool tom clancy ww3
feel >_> it okie for 2$. Watch This! Is basically a first person maze navigator with a very cool presentation and a heavy
inspiration from Lovecraft for its monsters. The game is rather short but it's also very low priced for the quality.

You're thrown in a sort of industrial/game show maze where you need to find three keys and a "heart" object, as well as be
expected to purchase gifts for your family. There are pretty crazy traps all around and you mostly die from one hit from them,
with few exceptions as well as some monsters who simply injure you. You get money from pretty much everywhere and get to
pick two random powers that range between "meh" to really, really useful.

Graphics are very polished and smooth, controls are responsive and most of the enemy encounters are about playing sneak on
the monsters. There are some voices more or less constantly berating you, it's not pro work and you can tell whoever recorded it
wasn't a native english speaker but it does a decent job.

The monsters are pretty creepy, there's a sort of Star Spawn with a TV instead of a face, cultists worshipping a TV and
a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off Deep One lurking around. The rest are all about traps of all kind. There's a good attention to details and no
two room feel identical, so navigating isn't much of an issue after a few deaths.

It's cheap, it's fun and the devs really listen to the feedback, so I'd say go ahead and get this if you want something really
original.
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